
DIRTY HANDS 
MADE CLEAN



WHAT IS THE BEST WAY TO 
CLEAN YOUR HANDS?

DO WE REALLY 
HAVE TO USE 

SOAP?

DO WE REALLY 
HAVE TO WASH 

FOR 20 SECONDS?



RESEARCH: “How Soap Works” on Brain Pop

Soap works in two ways.  Soap particles have a head and a tail.  The head likes 

water and the tail doesn’t.  The first way soap works is washing the germs and dirt 

away.  The tails on the soap particles grab onto them and then they slide away.  

The second way is that the tail cuts into the membrane of the bacteria and viruses. 

The membrane is the outer cover.  When the membrane is cut the bacteria or virus 

falls apart and dies.  Soap helps us in two ways.



RESEARCH: “Germs Up Close” by Sara Levine

Germs come in many different types.  There are bacteria, protozoa, fungi, and 

viruses.  They can be found everywhere.  We have more bacteria cells in our body 

than human cells.  We always have germs on us.  Some bacteria help us by helping 

us digest food and by fighting off dangerous bacteria and keeping bad germs out 

of our body.  Some fungus we eat, like mushrooms and the yeast in bread.  Other 

germs are dangerous and make us sick.  Our body has ways to keep the bad 

germs out.  We can help by washing our hands, coughing into our elbows, cooking 

our food, and getting vaccines.



RESEARCH: “It’s Catching: The Infectious World of Germs and Microbes” by 
Jennifer Gardy

In order to study germs, you need to grow enough to see them.  This is called 

“culturing.”  They need food and warmth, just like humans, to grow.  Scientists grow 

them in petri dishes with agar.  Agar keeps the food for the germs from melting 

and keeps it solid so the germs can grow.  A lot of the germ food is made out of 

meat juice and blood.  Germs really like the temperature of 98.6˚ F, the exact 

same as inside all warm-blooded animals.



HYPOTHESIS 

We think that washing your hands with soap for 20 
seconds will be best because soap kills germs.

We think that hand sanitizer will be second best because 
everyone says that hand sanitizer kills germs.

We think that just rubbing your hands with water for 20 
seconds will be third because you can rub the germs off.

We think that just grabbing the soap and rinsing will be 
the worst.



MATERIALS   
• Timer

• Soap

• Hand sanitizer

• Water faucet

• Bottled water

• Incubator

• Sterilized cotton swap

• Petri dishes with agar

• Dirty hands

• Marker



PROCEDURE 
1. Go to school and get your hands dirty.

2. Wet a sterilized cotton swab with 
bottled water and then rub it on your 
right hand and then rub the swab on a 
labeled petri dish.

3. Wash your hands with the method for 
that day.

4. Use a new wet sterilized cotton swab 
to rub your left hand then rub the 
swab on a labeled petri dish.

5. Put the petri dish in the incubator for 
three days.

6. After three days take them out and 
take pictures.



VARIABLES 

Control Variables

• Getting our hands 
dirty at school

• How long they grew
• The same people 
every time

Experimental variable

• Hand washing method



OBSERVATIONS 
No method of handwashing killed all the germs.

All methods of handwashing made a difference.

As we thought in our hypothesis, hand washing with soap for 20 seconds was the best.

We thought hand sanitizer would be second, but it was not.

With both just water and grab the soap and rinse, one person had an after that was 
worse than the before.  We might have done the petri dishes backwards for those.

There was not much difference between just water, grab the soap and rinse, and hand 
sanitizer.



DATA

January 11 – Hand sanitizer

January 13 – Just water for 20 
seconds

January 20 – Wash with soap 
for 20 seconds

January 21 – Grab soap and 
rinse



Based on what we did, we found that 

using soap for 20 seconds is the best 

way to clean your hands.  Soap is 

necessary.  We really do have to wash 

for 20 seconds.  Other ways to clean 

your hands will not be as good and 

won’t work as well. 

CONCLUSIONS



If we did it again, we could look at the temperature of the 
water.  We would like to get a microscope to look closer at 
what grew.

Swabbing our hands was kind of boring.  But watching what 
grew was awesome and stinky.  We liked seeing what grew.  It 
was interesting to see the different things that grew.

We wash our hands better at home now because we have 
seen what is on our hands.  It’s disgusting.

REFLECTION 



We wanted to know the best way to clean your hands.  We got 
germs at school.  At home we grew them in Petri dishes.  We tried 
four different ways to clean our hands.  Those ways were washing 
your hands for 20 seconds with soap, just water for 20 seconds, just 
grabbing the soap and rinsing it off, and hand sanitizer.  We 
thought washing your hands with soap for 20 seconds would be the 
best way and we were right.  We thought hand sanitizer would be 
better than just water or grabbing the soap and rinsing it off, but 
they were all about the same.  We wash our hands better now that 
we have seen the difference it makes in how you do it.

ABSTRACT


